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NUDITY EXPOSES CHRISTIAN HYPOCRISY
The Christian Church forbids wilful sexual thoughts under pain of everlasting torment for to have sex with somebody in
your imagination is to think that you are doing it so as far as the will is concerned it is as bad as doing it. She warns that the
price will be the loss of God’s friendship which results in eternal torment.
Paintings of naked people abound on Michelangelo’s painting, The Last Judgment, in the Sistine Chapel in Rome where the
pope, is elected. This is in direct opposition to Exodus 20:26 where God was so strict about nudity that he even forbade
steps up to his altar in case somebody would see up the priest’s robes a bit. The people who would have got a glimpse
would have been men for women were not allowed near the altar indicating that homosexual lust is such a gross evil that
nothing can be done - even slightly - to risk it happening. God commanded that we had to be extremely strict and avoid
accidental exposure even of a bit of leg at all costs.
The Virgin Mary must have forgotten that when she appeared at Fatima in a shortened skirt giving bad example to fashion
and when she had the little girls of Garabandal skipping up and down mountains while having visions in their little skirts.
This is another example of why if the Bible is true these visions are demonic or hoaxes.
The Church has had many seminaries fitted with swimming pools where much exposure is seen.
Jesus said that arousing lust was a very serious sin. So risking it unnecessarily is also a serious sin.

Even a beautiful face can do that so beauty is sinful. Some of the women saints disfigured themselves to ruin their
appearance.
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So, you have to look ugly and dress in hideous loose-fitting clothes and talk like you have a permanent cold in order to
avoid leading anybody into sexy thoughts.

Christians read that Peter under the authority of his Christ told married women that beauty was not for them and that rather
their adornment should be holiness (1 Peter 3). He does not say he means they should be more worried about inner beauty
than outer beauty and that he permits enhancing outer beauty. Read it and see that it does not sound like he meant that. He
bans outer beauty outright.

Any poor woman could have an elaborate hairstyle and look pretty so it is not the spending of money on glamour while the
poor languished that the epistles are bothered about.
1 Timothy 2 says that women should not look for beautiful clothes and elaborate hairstyles. It does not say just married
women so it is women in general. The epistle says it takes inspiration from Genesis. What does it find so inspiring? Here is
what. Genesis says that Adam and Eve were ashamed because they noticed they were naked after the fall. Before the fall it
didn’t matter because they had no bias towards sin but after the fall they had a bias toward sin and they were ashamed of
their nudity for it was bad even though they were married. This suggests that sex should be only for babies and not for
pleasure. It suggests that it is sinful for a man to enjoy looking at his wife’s naked flesh. God approved of their shame for
he gave them clothes though there was nobody else around for them to lust after.

The Old Testament never approves of looking good but just reports. Isaiah 61:10 says that God and his bride his people are
done up like bridegrooms and brides but that is only a metaphor. The ring being put on the prodigal son means nothing for
the prodigal son story was just a parable and it might have been a plain ring. Rings don’t necessarily make one look better
or sexier. The Song of Solomon may be inspired by God but that does not mean that God considered it infallible. God could
inspire a man to express his hatred of God in the words he chooses. Aaron dressed up in priestly finery but that does not
mean that it make Aaron look more desirable or that women saw him. The robes give no impression that Aaron would have
looked sexy.
The Church does not ban women going into Church with mini-skirts so it is sloppy about Christian modesty.
Many humanists believe that there is nothing wrong with erotica. That is when, say, a man and woman, do sexual things to
titillate others but when they consent to it fully and the impression that it is right to abuse others sexually is not given. The
Church accuses all who like erotica of being perverts. Telling them that makes some progress to perversion for they believe
they are already perverts anyway. It would be wrong to look at a film in which a person has been performing just to get the
money for a drug habit. That is perversion for the person does not really want to be seen doing these things. One must be
very careful. The Church will protest that we should ban all erotica for it leads to victims like that being sexually

objectified and thereby degraded. But you can’t condemn anything because it is abused and each individual should learn
how to avoid exploiting people.
The questions and issues surrounding nudity show us the hypocrisy of Christianity.
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